	
  
OVERVIEW
AMC and System Service Products at OPS India
OPS India offer a wide range of services including site assessment surveys, installation service,
Annual Maintenance Contracts (AMC), battery replacements and health checks for Systems,
Inverters, Batteries as well as other components. Our services are offered India-wide. Solar PV
systems that may be GEC based (grid connect only) or GSC based (including battery operation as
a Solar UPS), are major investments. For strong system performance, it is paramount that reliable
ongoing operation is achieved.
Our service and maintenance programs provide after sales service support. These programs,
along with our standard warranties, ensure maximum protection of your solar PV installation.
System Health Checks: OPS India is pleased to provide a detailed Health Check of your solar
PV (and where applicable) battery installation. Following our inspection a full quotation for any
remedial work that may be required will be provided. In worst-case scenarios the suitable
replacement system will be offered.
Equipment Relocation: Site or office relocation can be a headache, particularly when planning
the relocation of power generation systems. In particular the timing of this work and ensuring that
this schedule is met will always be a crucial part of the entire relocation project.
PCU Repair Services: OPS India is a recognized leader in the design and supply of single-phase
and three-phase PCU systems from 5 to 500 kW. We have been repairing other systems and
products for India wide where needed.
Solar Module and Battery Replacements: OPS India can provide advice and competitive offers
for solar PV and battery replacement for our PCU based systems. The battery component is the
final backup of energy for all GSC power systems and it’s essential that battery integrity is
maintained to a high standard.
Annual Maintenance Contract: We can offer a range of Annual maintenance and service
contract options to maintain your system, inverters, chargers and batteries. Our support services
range from an entry-level contract (routine visits only) to all-inclusive contract (guaranteed
response times, parts, labour and out of hours works).
OPS India operates several mini SCADA systems that can be “internet enabled” to allow for
regular and routine system monitoring and performance checking.
Actual site service visits usually incorporate environmental checks, visual inspection and electrical
and mechanical testing of the system with PCU. Each of our contracts can include a battery check
(if installed) that is absolutely essential in ensuring the systems up time. Discounts are available
based on volume of units covered.	
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